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1 Introduction: The Evolution of Language 21 Introduction: The Evolution of LanguageThe question of the origin of language is one that has, until recently, been largely passedover by the �eld of linguistics. Historically it has been an area plagued by rampantunfounded speculation followed by general disregard. In 1866 the Societe de Linguistiquede Paris went as far as to ban scienti�c discussion of the subject (Christiansen and Kirby2003). Similarly, the Linguistic Society of America didn't publish a full-length article onlanguage evolution for the �rst 76 years of its existence (Newmeyer 2002). In recent years,however, the question has reemerged with great vigor. A large part of this resurgence isdue to new tools and approaches, such as computational modeling and simulation.So how do humans come to possess a system of communication orders of magnitudemore complex than that of any other organism? The strong nativist approach wouldsay that language comes from the �language organ�, a genetically innate module thatspeci�es grammar (Cowie 1999). Another approach is to claim that the complexities oflanguage are largely a product of the social process of language transmission over manygenerations (Kirby 2002; Kirby and Hurford 2002; Christiansen et al. 2002; Kirby andChristiansen 2003). In this paper I will argue that the clearest picture of both synchronicand evolutionary aspects of language comes from a combination of these two views. Toconclude, I will present a possible mechanism by which cultural and biological aspects oflanguage can form a single coherent account of the evolution of language.1.1 Challenges in studying the evolution of languageThe body of knowledge about the evolution of the human species is large and growing.Why is it that we know so little about the origins of language, one of humanity's mostde�ning features? It turns out that the problem of language evolution is very di�cult.While it is inherently interdisciplinary, many of the techniques employed by the relevant�elds of biology, archeology and linguistics are not applicable to the speci�c problem.



1 Introduction: The Evolution of Language 3Language does not leave physical evidence like fossils or stone tools. Language changedoes leave evidence in languages themselves, and historical linguistics makes use of thisto deduce information about languages no longer spoken. However, the rate of linguisticchange means that the e�ective time limit on this method is on the order of 2000 years.Biologists often deduce information about traits of a species by comparing them to similartraits in related organisms, but language is a uniquely human ability, making this approachdi�cult. These factors together present a hurdle to the �eld of language evolution, as itlacks evidence with which to guide investigation (Newmeyer 2003; Lieberman 2000).Another consideration that has traditionally discouraged linguists from pursuing the�eld is the incompatibility of evolutionary accounts of language development with theuniformitarian hypothesis. The uniformitarian hypothesis makes the claims that all lan-guages are, in some sense, equal and that the basic nature of human language has remainedconstant throughout history (Newmeyer 2002). A strong coherence to uniformitarianismis at odds with the idea of the incremental development of language, and such an attitudehas frequently made its way into research on language evolution (Newmeyer 2002, 2003).The uniformitarian hypothesis is increasingly controversial, but is also widely acceptedin the linguistic community. As Edward Sapir said in 1921, �When it comes to linguisticform, Plato walks with the Macedonian swineherd, and Confucius with the head-huntingsavage of Assam� (1921, 29). This view is easily defensible when considering languagesof modern, or even recorded, times. However, when this view is extrapolated histori-cally to the genesis of language, it necessitates the assumption that language sprang fullyformed from non-existence to full complexity without any intermediate steps � an unlikelyevent. The challenge to uniformitarianism presented by evolutionary accounts of languagedevelopment is thus a hurdle for the �eld of language evolution.In the face of this di�culty, researchers have drawn on a wide array of approaches. Per-haps we can, in fact, learn something about human language from studying the linguisticabilities of other species. Under the view that ontology recapitulates phylogeny, language



1 Introduction: The Evolution of Language 4acquisition may inform theories of language development. Advances in neuroscience andgenetics allow us to make inroads into determining the foundation of human cognitiveuniqueness. As I will show in this paper, another promising approach is the use of com-puter simulations. These techniques are helping to overcome the problem for languageevolution posed by sparsity of evidence. Nevertheless, theories of language evolution areoften di�cult to support or revoke, largely based on the lack of empirical data.It is unlikely that we will be able to prove conclusively the correctness of any particularaccount of how human language came into existence. This being the case, the questionbecomes: What value does studying language evolution have aside from providing fodderfor debate? The answer, I believe, is that theories of language evolution can informtheories of synchronic linguistics. If our goal is to understand the incredibly complexsystem that is human language, we cannot hope to achieve it without having some idea ofthe processes by which that system developed. A theory of language evolution is not onlyan attempt to understand the past, but also a step toward understanding the present.1.2 Approaches to language evolutionA theory of the evolution of language goes hand in hand with a theory of the cognitiveand social architecture of language. As such, the question of language origin is closelytied to another controversial question in linguistics: to what degree is language innatelycoded? On this issue there are two general approaches: nativist and empiricist.The nativist position was popularized by Chomsky in the late 1950s. Originally pre-sented as an alternative to the dominant behaviorist approach of the time, Chomskyannativism dictates that humans possess innate, domain speci�c knowledge of language andthat this knowledge is encoded in a module known as Universal Grammar (UG) (Cowie1999). The empiricist view challenges the existence of UG, and may also deny the in-nateness or domain speci�city of linguistic knowledge. I will present here what I will call



1 Introduction: The Evolution of Language 5the cultural approach � that many of the qualities of language that the nativist assumesmust be dictated innately can in fact be derived from the dynamics of language transmis-sion and learning over many generations. In the following sections I will present a morecomprehensive exploration of the nativist and cultural approaches. Though here I presenttheir di�erences, I will argue later that these approaches need not be mutually exclusiveand that the best approach may be a theory encompassing elements of both theories.1.2.1 NativismAccording to Fiona Cowie (1999), three of the claims made about language acquisitionand pro�ciency by Chomskyan (or strong) nativism are the following:(DS) Domain Speci�city: Learning a language requires that the learner's thoughtsabout language be constrained by principles speci�c to the linguistic domain.(I) Innateness: The constraints on learners' thoughts during language-learningare innately encoded.(UG) Universal Grammar: The constraints and principles speci�ed in (DS) asbeing required for language-learning are to be identi�ed with the principlescharacterized in the Universal Grammar.(Cowie 1999, 176)The last of these, (UG), is perhaps the most controversial. Universal Grammar, in thenativist framework, is a postulated innate module that speci�es principles of languagewithout any environmental input. UG severely restricts hypotheses a learner can makeabout the structure of language. It is partly this aspect of UG that makes it a convenientfeature of a theory of the cognitive basis for language. The argument for UG relies heavilyon the poverty of stimulus argument. Human languages are in�nite � there is no limit tothe number of grammatical sentences. It is not possible for a learner to hear all, or even



1 Introduction: The Evolution of Language 6a small fraction, of the possible utterances. The poverty of stimulus argument maintainsthat there is insu�cient information present in the input that language learners receive touniquely determine a grammar unless the search space is severely restricted. Accordingto nativist theories, this restriction is provided by UG. In reference to the grammaticalrules which they hypothesize must be present in the innate language module, Lightfootand Chomsky make the following claims:None of this is the result of training or even experience. These facts are knownwithout training, without correction of error, without relevant experience.(Chomsky 1990, 640)Children do come to know these things, and this knowledge is indeed part ofthe output of the language acquisition process, but it is not part of the input,not part of the �evidence� for the emerging system.(Lightfoot 1989, 322-23)The claim made by the poverty of stimulus argument is certainly true at least to somedegree, though there can be some argument over its rami�cations. The question of howmuch information is actually present in children's linguistic input is controversial. Sup-porters of the poverty of stimulus argument for nativism claim to be able to identifygrammatical features that are impossible to derive from the input available. Their criticspoint out the lack of empirical evidence to show that the necessary information is actuallymissing (Cowie 1999). Nevertheless, the poverty of stimulus argument is powerful. Forinstance, it is a mathematical fact that in�nitely recursive systems cannot be learned withonly positive evidence (Gold's theorem). Human language is arguably such a system, andmany researchers claim that children are not exposed to negative evidence as regardsgrammaticality. Komarov and Nowak (2002) explore this idea and frame a mathematicalargument that language would be unlearnable were there no restriction on possible gram-mars. This is consistent with the idea of UG, though a counter-argument is that such



1 Introduction: The Evolution of Language 7a restriction need not be UG in the nativist sense, and could instead derive from moregeneral cognitive constraints on human learning. The nativist view is that such generalrestraints are insu�cient to account for the complexity seen in natural language.In general, nativist theories of language de-emphasize the role that learning plays inlanguage development. Assuming an innate UG suggests that it would be more accurateto think of children as acquiring language rather than learning it. Anderson and Lightfoot(2002) make this point explicitly.The functional properties of our language organ develop along a regular mat-urational path, such that it seems appropriate to see our linguistic knowledgeas 'growing' rather than being 'learned'.(Anderson and Lightfoot 2002, 220)Eventually, the growth of language in a child will be viewed as similar to thegrowth of hair: just as hair emerges at a particular point in development with acertain level of light, air and protein, so, too, a biologically regulated languageorgan necessarily emerges under exposure to a random speech community.(Anderson and Lightfoot 2002, 40)Many nativist theories of linguistics tend to sideline discussion of language evolution. Iflanguage is genetically determined, then it is for geneticists or evolutionary biologists toexplain the genesis of the mechanism. In addition, before one can explore the evolutionof UG, one must have a clear idea of what it is, and this is far from the case (Newmeyer2003). Chomsky's version of UG is perhaps dominant in the �eld, but he gives littleencouragement to the study of its evolution. He is opposed to the idea that UG may havedeveloped through natural selection:We know very little about what happens when 1010 neurons are crammedinto something the size of a basketball with further conditions imposed by



1 Introduction: The Evolution of Language 8the speci�c manner in which this system developed over time. It would be aserious error to suppose that all properties, or the interesting properties of thestructures that evolved, can be �explained� in terms of natural selection.(Chomsky 1975, 59)Nativist theories are not inherently at odds with evolutionary accounts of the developmentof language. Pinker and Bloom, for instance, make a case for the development of languagethrough natural selection (Pinker and Bloom, 1990; Pinker , 1994).Evolutionary theory o�ers clear criteria for when a trait should be attributedto natural selection: complex design for some function, and the absence ofalternative processes capable of explaining such complexity. Human languagemeets these criteria.(Pinker and Bloom 1990, 707)Misgivings about acknowledging language as a product of natural selection are frequentlyfounded in a misunderstanding of evolutionary processes. Many arguments against naturalselection for language give no more explanation than that arguments for natural selectionare intuitively unlikely. For instance, one common argument is to state that there couldhave been no selective bene�t for language in a half formed state, and that human languagemust have arisen in one giant, sudden, leap.Another argument is that complexities of language such as subjacency constraints andthe like can have no selective bene�t and so could not have evolved through natural selec-tion. Such conclusions are unfounded. Outside of the domain of language, the existenceof unique, highly complex characteristics is readily and rightly attributed to natural se-lection. Pinker (1994) gives the example of the elephant's trunk. The elephant's trunk isquite complex and entirely unique, and yet unremarkable from an evolutionary point of



1 Introduction: The Evolution of Language 9view. In the evolution of a complex attribute, there need not be selective bene�t for eachbehavior or ability that attribute allows.Nevertheless, there is a persistent belief that language is somehow qualitatively dif-ferent from elephants' trunks. And, in fact, there is a factor that comes into play withlanguage that does not in�uence elephants' appendages. Unlike most animal communi-cation systems, human language is learned. This crucial quality introduces a dynamicwhich makes the relationship between human language and innate UG opaque. That is,the relationship of UG to the fully mature language of a human adult is mediated greatlyby the linguistic environment and input. As Brighton et al. (2005a) argue, even werewe to obtain a complete understanding of the human language faculty (UG), we wouldnot be able to understand human language without also understanding the history anddynamics of language as a learned cultural phenomenon.1.2.2 Empiricism and the cultural evolution of languageWhile the nativist approach relies on the genetic evolution of the human brain, otherapproaches emphasize the importance of cultural evolution. The evolutionary power ofnatural selection on the genome is almost universally recognized. The application ofsimilar ideas to the evolution of cultural phenomenon is less widely accepted. Nevertheless,the processes and e�ects of natural selection need not be limited to the genetic domain.Natural selection, in Darwinian terms, is survival of the �ttest. In very simplisticterms, an entity that is more �t will survive and reproduce while entities which are less�t will fail to reproduce. Eventually the population will consist entirely of entities of the�rst type. Richard Dawkins suggests that this process may more accurately be seen as�survival of the stable� (1989). Evolution works on replicators � entities that persist bymaking accurate copies of themselves. For instance, genes are replicators. Though wemight think of evolution as working on the level of organisms, organisms themselves arenot replicators as they do not duplicate themselves precisely. Organisms are the vehicle



1 Introduction: The Evolution of Language 10for the persistence of genes. Evolutionarily successful genes are those which persist bybeing accurately copied and transmitted from one vehicle to the next. Genes that cannotreliably pass from an organism to its o�spring, or prevent that organism from havingo�spring, cannot persist. This powerful process is the foundation of genetic evolution,but the logic behind natural selection does not require that replicators be genes or thatthey be transmitted through sexual reproduction.A great deal of research and writing explores the ideas of natural selection in thecultural domain. Understanding the elusive giant that is human culture is a dauntingtask, and approaches to cultural evolution vary with respect to how close a parallel theydraw to genetic evolution. Dawkins proposes the idea of cultural replicators, which hecalls memes, which are parallel to genetic replicators. Examples of memes, he says, are�tunes, ideas, catch-phrases, clothes fashions, ways of making pots or of building arches�(1989, 192). The literature on memetics proposes a variety of similar de�nitions of ameme, for instance:
• �Instructions for carrying out behavior, stored in brains (or other objects) and passedon by imitation.� (Blackmore, 1999, 43)
• �A unit of cultural inheritance, hypothesized as analogous to the particulate gene,and as naturally selected by virtue of its 'phenotypic' consequences on its ownsurvival and replication in the cultural environment.� (Dawkins, 1999, 297)The idea that culture can be broken down into these small units of selection is by nomeans universally accepted. Richerson and Boyd make the explicit argument that culturalvariants are not replicators. They dispute Dawkin's idea of memes: �[meme] connotes adiscrete, faithfully transmitted gene-like entity, and we have good reasons to believe thata lot of culturally transmitted information is neither discrete nor faithfully transmitted�(2005, 63). In contrast, Susan Blackmore (1999) argues that the meme is a powerful



1 Introduction: The Evolution of Language 11and productive idea, and one appropriately applied to culture. Blackmore argues thatmemes are transmitted through humans' remarkable capacity for imitation. Nevertheless,she emphasizes that not every aspect of culture can or should be attributed to memesand that much of human behavior is more Skinnerian, derived from reinforcement. Oneparticular aspect of memetic theory is particularly pervasive in this debate: what is theunit of culture that quali�es as a replicator?Even considering the de�nitions presented above, it is far from clear what preciselyconstitutes a meme, let alone how these units come together to create what we see asculture. Nikolaus Ritt (2004) points out that smaller units are more likely to qualify asreplicators. He also notes that it is more di�cult to build complex cultural phenomenonout of these smaller units than larger potential memes such as religious beliefs and stories.He hypothesizes that this is why most authors discussing memetic theories of culturesuggest larger memes. This problem is, of course, not unique to the cultural applicationof natural selection. When Darwin initially developed his theory of natural selection, thegene has not yet been discovered. We have since discovered the gene's status as the unitof genetic selection, but the fact is that a gene is not an isolated entity. A gene is merelya stretch of DNA whose boundaries are de�ned by observing its behavior. As Dawkinsnotes, The 'gene' was de�ned, not in a rigid all-or-none way, but as a unit ofconvenience, a length of chromosome with just su�cient copying-�delity toserve as a viable unit of natural selection. If a single phrase of Beethoven'sninth symphony is su�ciently distinctive and memorable to be abstracted fromthe context of the whole symphony and used as the call-sign of a maddeninglyintrusive European broadcasting station, then to that extent it deserves to becalled one meme.(Dawkins, 1989, 195)



1 Introduction: The Evolution of Language 12Nevertheless, identifying the potential unit of selection for cultural evolution is a dauntingtask. I will not establish a position on the issue of whether culture as a whole is made upof replicators, or even to what extant it is in�uenced by natural selection. That wouldbe an investigation tangential to this paper. However, inasmuch as language is a culturalphenomenon, I will explore a subset of the cultural debate.Dawkin's notion of a meme is especially well suited to language. Richerson and Boyd'sassertion that cultural information is not faithfully transmitted does not hold with respectto language. In fact, it is exactly this property of faithful transmission, even in the face ofwhat appears to be impossible odds, that lends support to nativist theories of language.The very existence of the �eld of linguistics is evidence for our intuitive belief that languageis a system composed of discrete, formalizeable rules. These rules of syntax, phonologyand more are transmitted accurately and with astonishing force and clarity from onegeneration to the next.What exactly do I mean when I speak of linguistic memes, and in what ways arethey parallel to genes? Before we can answer this question, we must de�ne what isrequired for something to be an evolutionary replicator. The most common de�nition of areplicator (derived from Dawkins, 1989) stipulates three quali�cations: �delity, fecundityand longevity.
• Fidelity: A replicator must have high copying �delity. Otherwise it cannot persist.However, for evolution to occur, replicators cannot be copied �awlessly in all cases.
• Fecundity: A replicator must produce copies of itself. The more copies a replicatorproduces, the more successful it is.
• Longevity: A replicator must persist for a period of time with its characteristicsintact. Successful replicators are those which persist through duplication, and acertain lifespan is essential for replication to occur.



1 Introduction: The Evolution of Language 13A gene possesses all of these characteristics. A gene has high copying �delity. The processof DNA replication is very accurate, though with a small chance of mutation. Geneswhich are successful replicators have high fecundity. A gene persists within an organismthroughout its life, giving the gene su�cient longevity to pass from the organism to itschildren. The question is whether there are units of language that also ful�ll the criteria.Nikolaus Ritt presents a theory of language as a collection of memes. He examinesaspects of language such as phonemes, morphemes, morpheme clusters, categories andrules as potential replicators. He concludes that all these components are likely to deservereplicator status. For instance, he points out that phonemes are long-lived constituentsof an individual's linguistic competence. Once acquired, they resist even conscious e�ortsto alter them during, for instance, second language acquisition. Larger units such assyntactic categories also seem promising as linguistic replicators. Di�erent speakers andspeech communities are remarkably consistent in their classi�cation of words into syntacticcategories such as 'noun' (Ritt , 2004, 146), demonstrating the copying �delity of thesecategories. On the complex end of the spectrum, linguistic rules may also be consideredreplicators. Syntactic rules, for instance, have high copying �delity between speakers.Similarly, they have high fecundity, being passed on to each new learner of a language. Likephonemes, syntactic rules also have su�cient longevity for replicator status, remaining inthe linguistic competence of a native speaker throughout his life. Ritt (2004) discussesthe replicator status of each of these components in depth, and I will refer the interestedreader to his work. For the purposes of the current discussion I will assume the presenceof linguistic replicators such as those just discussed.If we can identify linguistic replicators, how does this lead to a theory of languageevolution? How close a parallel can we draw to genetic replicators and genetic evolution?Just as a complex of genes has as its phenotypic representation an organism, a complexof linguistic memes has as its phenotype a particular linguistic competence. The vehiclefor the persistence of genes is an organism. The vehicle for the persistence of linguistic



2 Evolutionary Simulations 14memes is the human brain. Successful linguistic memes must copy themselves from onehuman's brain to others. The parallel between genes and linguistic memes is striking, butby no means perfect. A major di�erence is the means of transmission. Whereas genes passfrom an organism to its biological descendants, linguistic memes pass from one brain toanother through the process of learning. The reproductive success of a gene is dependenton the reproductive success of the organism of which it is a part. This is not the casefor linguistic memes. A human with more children may have the opportunity to providelinguistic input to more language learners, but this is incidental. A successful linguisticmeme need not positively a�ect the �tness of the human who possesses it. It need only beable to pass through the process of linguistic production followed by language learning.The closest analogy may be to consider each linguistic competence as an organism whoseenvironment is the human brain. Natural selection will lead to languages well adaptedfor their environment � well able to survive and replicate in the human brain.Approaching language evolution from the perspective of cultural evolution is a promis-ing approach. I will explore research that uses computational simulation to demonstratethat processes such as those described above can lead to the development of complexlinguistic universals. However, before I get to that point, I will explore in general termsthe use of computational simulations in the �eld of language evolution.2 Evolutionary SimulationsComplex adaptive systems lend themselves well to computational simulation. Such sys-tems are di�cult to understand intuitively because of the large number of factors involved.Many evolutionary systems exhibit emergent behavior which is di�cult to predict. Model-ing these systems mathematically presents di�culties, since it is di�cult to account for thebehavior of an entire population or to allow for randomness. Computers allow convenientsimulation of large populations and permit the inclusion of elements of randomness.



2 Evolutionary Simulations 15Gilbert and Doran present a variety of reasons for why simulation is useful for studyingsocial phenomena (1994c, 20-22):
• The dynamics of social systems may involve a set of complicated interdependenciesamong a large number of components or units.
• The terms and examples of [simulations] must be explicitly expressed. De�nitionsmust be complete and underlying assumptions must be coherent.
• Social experimentation using simulation models can explore a wide variety of condi-tions, variables, policies and underlying assumptions. The conduct of these experi-ments is less costly and more e�cient than similar experimentation in the laboratoryor the real world, provided that the phenomena under study are su�ciently well un-derstood to be accessible to speci�cation, and the limits of the procedure are madeas explicit as the model itself.These points demonstrate some of the great advantages of simulation, but also point outsome of the limitations. As stated in the third point above, simulations are appropriateprovided that the phenomena are �su�ciently well understood to be accessible to speci-�cation�. Can simulations be useful in areas such as language evolution where we havevery little information or understanding of the phenomena? I will argue that they can be,though the limitations of simulation must not be forgotten.It is important to realize that though simulations are a vital tool for developing theoriesand hypotheses, they cannot provide de�nitive answers. That is, a simulation of anevent cannot show how that event actually happened. A simulation demonstrates whatoccurs given a certain set of assumptions and conditions, but does not show that thoseassumptions and conditions are correct or complete. There are, however, two particularlyuseful results that can be gained from simulations: a simulation can verify or refute



2 Evolutionary Simulations 16causal assumptions of a theory, and a simulation can help to isolate or identify necessaryconditions.Theories of phenomena such as language evolution often make causal claims that aredi�cult to verify empirically. These claims are often supported by thought experimentsor reasoning. Simulations can make this reasoning more explicit, veri�able and replicable.Successful simulation can show that an assumption is reasonable or that a process is feasi-ble. Perhaps more importantly, unsuccessful simulation shows that a theory is incompleteor that its assumptions are �awed. Since it is relatively easy to alter the conditions ofsimulations, they can also help to isolate su�cient or necessary conditions for a particularresult. Failure of a simulation to show the desired result may show that the theory is miss-ing a vital component. Systematically altering the parameters of a successful simulationcan help to determine which parameters are essential to the simulated process. Empiricalinvestigation of the system being simulated can con�rm or disprove the predictions madein such a way. Essentially, a simulation is a well-formed hypothesis that makes predictionsthat may be empirically investigated.Though there are may types of computer simulation, evolutionary systems are wellsuited to multiagent simulation. As the name implies, multiagent simulations model agroup of distinct agents, each acting according to a set of rules. There is no central controlguiding the progress of the simulation. Each agent functions as a discrete entity. Thissort of simulations allows for a design that focuses on the individual rather than globalperspective. Rather than setting parameters for the global or macroscopic performance ofa system, the experimenter instead can focus on the behavior of the microscopic, individ-ual components of the system. This is appropriate for simulations of social and culturalphenomenon. It may be di�cult or impossible to describe the system globally, and theindividual is often the unit of interest. Also, many social and cultural systems demon-strate emergence, or complex, unpredictable behavior resulting from simple behavior onthe individual level. Agent-based models can simulate emergent behavior. Multiagent



2 Evolutionary Simulations 17simulation is clearly a good choice for simulating the cultural evolution of language.2.1 Simulation in the �eld of language evolutionThe usefulness of simulations is recognized be researchers in many sections of the �eldof language evolution. I will brie�y outline here some of the research being done onthe evolution of phonetics and semantics using computational simulation. The researchpresented here is not meant to be comprehensive, but merely to demonstrate how widelysimulation can be applied. For more detailed exploration of this research, I direct thereader to the papers cited.Bart de Boer (2000; 2002) uses computer simulation to explore self-organization invowel systems. He uses multi-agent simulations. Each agent has a vowel system, withvowels speci�ed according to features such as formant frequencies. The agents in de Boer'ssimulations play imitation games. One agent produces a vowel. A second agent perceivesthis vowel and produces the vowel in its own internal system that is closest to the oneperceived. The �rst agent perceives this new vowel and checks to see if it recognizes itas the same vowel originally produced. If it does, the game succeeds, if not, the gamefails. Each agent receives feedback regarding the success of the game and adjusts itsvowel inventory accordingly. Agents can adjust their inventories by taking actions such asadding, removing and merging vowels. At �rst, the vowel inventory of the community ofagents is very spread out and non-uniform. After some time, however, the vowel systemof the community becomes clustered. This clustering occurs di�erently in di�erent runsof the simulation. However, de Boer shows that di�erent types of vowel systems occurin simulation with frequencies very similar to those observed in extant human languages.These simulations lend support to the theory that aspects of language such as phoneticsystems can emerge through multi-agent interactions and self-organization, rather thanas a result of innate tendencies.



3 De�nition of Terms 18Language is more than a structured system of sounds or symbols. In order for lan-guage to have communicative function, those sounds and symbols must be associated withmeaning. They must be grounded in a semiotic system. Luc Steels (1998; 2002) presentsresearch that uses computational methods to explore the development of such symbolgrounding. He presents two hypotheses for the development of a semiotic system � eithernew symbols become grounded in a Prue-existing system of meanings, or the symbolsand meanings develop concurrently and in�uence each other's development. Steels usesrobotic agents playing what he calls language games to explore this question. The agentsin his simulations are embodied in cameras, allowing them to observe their environment,which consists of shapes of di�erent colors and sizes arranged in two dimensions. Theagents attempt to communicate through language games � one agent identi�es an objectusing terms in its lexicon. A second agent 'hears' these terms and attempts to identify theobject being referenced. Both agents receive feedback regarding the success of the com-munication and attempt to adjust their system of symbol-meaning pairings accordingly.Steels �nds that shared systems of meanings can emerge through this interaction betweenagents, supporting the theory of co-development between symbols and meanings.The research mentioned here demonstrates the pervasiveness of simulation techniquesin the �eld of language evolution. The breadth of this research is extreme, and research inone area may inform that in the others. However, due to the depth of literature availablein each subdiscipline, I constrain the focus of this paper to the area of syntactic evolution.3 De�nition of TermsTerms such as language and grammar have very obvious meanings to many, and yet givinga exact de�nition can be di�cult. To allow for precise discussion, I will discuss here theimplications of each term as I will use it throughout this paper.Fundamentally, language is a means of communication. In order for it to serve that



3 De�nition of Terms 19purpose, it must provide a mapping between a set of meanings and a set of utterances.This mapping is what I will refer to as language. It should be clear that this de�nitioncovers a lot of mappings that are nothing like natural human languages. For instance,a possible language would be one in which each individual meaning was expressed by aunique, unrelated string. Human languages, however, have many characteristics that thelanguage just mentioned did not have. For instance, human languages are compositional,recursive and can express an in�nite set of possible meanings. The human languagescurrently spoken in the world are only a subset of the languages that would be learnableby a human. The languages actually spoken in the world change, but they all stay withinthe set of languages that I will refer to as possible human languages. Figure 1 shows thisrelationship between possible languages, possible human languages, and extant humanlanguages.

Fig. 1: The relationship between types of language. The set of extant human languagesis a subset of the set of possible human languages. These sets are both subsets ofthe set of all possible languages, as de�ned here.In order for agents to use language they must have some linguistic knowledge. Typi-



4 The Iterated Learning Model 20cally, this knowledge is considered to consist of two parts: the lexicon and the rules of thegrammar. For the purposes of this paper, grammar refers to both of these components. Iwill refer to the component parts of a grammar as the lexical entries and rules.4 The Iterated Learning ModelLanguage transmission and evolution is a complex system. It is di�cult, on the basis ofintuition, to understand the interaction between the learning process and the developmentof complex linguistic structures. I will propose that understanding this system is a problemwell suited to computational modeling techniques, but in order to motivate the approachesI will explore, I will �rst present a high level description of how the process of languagetransmission might result in compositionality.Compositionality is the property by which the meaning of an utterance is a function ofthe meaning of its parts. In other words, compositional languages can construct utterancesout of smaller, meaning-bearing components. Compositionality is an absolute universalin human languages. That is, every human language exhibits this property (Brighton andKirby , 2006). As such, compositionality is a prime candidate for genetic explanation.However, this does not disprove the possibility that compositionality could arise throughcultural evolution.In theory, language need not be compositional. Each meaning could have a unique,unanalyzable signal associated with it. Though this is not a type of language that weconsider a possible human language, consider the situation where a group of agents com-municates using such a system. Now consider the situation where this language is beingtransmitted from generation to generation within the population. In each generation,learners will be exposed to a subset of the meaning/signal pairs. Because learners areonly exposed to a limited number of utterances, there will certainly be parts of the lan-guage that they do not hear. When these learners later attempt to produce strings for



4 The Iterated Learning Model 21meanings they haven't heard, they will by necessity invent new signals that are unlikelyto correspond to what may have already been present in the language at some earliertime. Such a language cannot be stable. It will change quickly and unpredictably fromgeneration to generation, and string/meaning correspondences will be frequently lost andreinvented. But now consider the situation where, by chance, some learner hears twosignals that have both a similarity in form and in the meanings they convey. Assumingthis learner has the capacity to generalize, he can form a rule for the production of a setof meanings based on the similarity he observed. Eventually, this learner will produceoutput for the next generation to learn from. Assuming he is equally likely to express anymeaning, and remembering that the rule he deduced can apply to multiple meanings, heis likely to produce signals that were formed using the rule. A linguistic structure thatapplies to a broader range of meanings has a greater chance of being exhibited to languagelearners in every generation. The learners are therefore likely to make the same general-ization and form the same rule. As this shows, compositional structures in language makegood evolutionary replicators (Hurford 2000) and are likely to persist.The sort of description given above is useful for gaining an intuition of how culturalevolution of language might proceed, but the system of language transmission is far toocomplex for thought experiments to be very helpful. The need for keeping track of be-havior of agents and their grammars over many generations is a problem well suited tocomputer simulation. The prominent framework for exploring cultural evolution of lan-guage through simulation is the Iterated Learning Model (ILM) (Kirby and Hurford 2002).As a framework for exploring the dynamics of language transmission between generations,the ILM requires a set of simulated agents, organized into generations. The agents areprompted to communicate, with periodic replacements of one generation of agents withthe next.Though the implementation of the model varies widely over di�erent experiments, thebasic structure is the same. In each implementation, there is some space of meanings.



4 The Iterated Learning Model 22This can be �nite or in�nite and represented simply as a range of numbers (Tonkes andWiles 2002) or symbolically with predicate logic (Kirby and Hurford 2002). Additionally,the agents in the simulation have some fundamental vocabulary for expressing utterances� the signal space. The basic procedure of the ILM can be summarized as the followingsequence of actions:1. Agent A, the speaker, generates a set of utterances corresponding to some set ofmeanings.2. Agent B, the learner, hears the output from agent A and uses some learning algo-rithm to deduce a grammar.3. Agent A is removed from the simulation, agent B becomes the speaker, and agentC is introduced as the new learner4. Repeat steps 1-3 for a number of generationsThe following sections will elaborate on each step of this process.4.1 Step 1: Generation of utterancesWhen an agent, as the speaker, is asked to generate an utterance for some meaningm, the agent will, if possible, produce a signal s which expresses m according to itsgrammar. However, agents begin with no knowledge of language; initially, they have nogrammar. It is therefore inevitable that at some point in the simulation (clearly in the�rst generation and possibly later), agents' grammars will be incapable of generating anutterance corresponding to m. In this case, agents invent a signal, drawing on the signalspace of the experiment. This invention is often done randomly, though agents may beallowed to draw on information in their grammar about similar meanings (Kirby 2002).



4 The Iterated Learning Model 234.2 Step 2: LearningOne of the most widely varied parameters among ILM implementations is the learningalgorithm used by the agents to derive their grammar. In all cases, however, the learner isgiven the meaning m and the signal s as input to its algorithm. The fact that learners areprovided with the intended meaning as well as the signal stands out as an unrealistic aspectof the model. Clearly a complete simulation of language transmission would require a morerealistic model. As Kirby and Christiansen (2003) point out, simulations would ideallyinclude contexts which would be public to all agents as well as meanings, which wouldbe private. Much work has been done on this aspect of modeling language communities.I will brie�y discuss one such experiment and why the results are encouraging for ILMsimulations.Steels and Kaplan (2002) present an experiment in which they demonstrate the abilityof a group of visually grounded agents to develop a common lexicon. The problem theyconfront is the the Gavagai problem (presented by Quine, 1960): if a speaker says Gavagaiwhile pointing to a rabbit in a �eld, how is the hearer to know whether Gavagai meansrabbit, animal, white or any number of other aspects of the scene? Steels and Kaplan createa simulation in which agents are physically grounded � they exist in the form of cameraslocated in a simple environment. The agents play a language game by communicatingabout aspects of the scene and receiving feedback based on the success of communication.The agents are able to develop a common lexicon for describing the objects in theirenvironment and are even able to adapt this lexicon as the environment changes.Steels and Kaplan present their experiment as a �rst step in an area that is open forsigni�cant further study. However, their results suggest that it may be an acceptablesimpli�cation to provide internal meanings to learners in ILM simulations. If we assumethat agents are able to develop a common lexicon, it makes sense to separate and ignorethat step of learning and focus instead on the development of syntactic structure. Agents



5 ILM Simulations and Results 24are given a meaning m and a signal s. Their task is then to modify their grammar suchthat it can account for the mapping between m and s.4.3 Step 3: Introduction of new agentsNew agents are periodically introduced into the simulation as new learners. The startstate of these agents is identical to that of the agents that started the simulation. Thereis no genetic evolution of the agents in that there is no way that existing agents canin�uence the starting state of new agents. Since all agents are identical, any changethat is observed in the language of the population must derive from the dynamics of thetransmission and learning process.4.4 Step 4: IterationTo observe the e�ects that language transmission might have on its form, steps 1-3 mustbe repeated many times. The number of repetitions depends heavily on the details ofthe simulation, but frequently the simulation is run until the language of the populationstabilizes, or remains e�ectively the same between generations.In the next section I will describe several experiments that have been done using theiterated learning model in various con�gurations. These explore issues such as compo-sitionality, recursively and irregularity. In section 6 I will review the issue of what wecan draw from these simulations and where we should proceed with caution. Followingthis I will explore how evidence from these experiments weighs into the debate about theevolution and innateness of language.5 ILM Simulations and ResultsAs I have discussed above, a common argument against empiricist views of languageevolution has been that no general theory of learning can account for the complexity seen



5 ILM Simulations and Results 25in human language. In this section I will discuss a number of simulations and their results.Each experiment seeks to demonstrate that some language universal may be explainedthrough cultural evolution. As the experiments are similar in form, I will present the �rstin a greater level of detail to create a clear picture of how such experiments generallywork. For the later experiments I will focus more closely on the relevant results andimplications.The progress of ILM simulations can be presented on several di�erent levels. Exam-ining the internal representations of the agents' grammars periodically as the simulationprogresses allows for a low level exploration. This is useful for tracking the developmentof a feature in a way that is intuitively easy to follow. Examining the internal repre-sentations of the agents shows the progression of the language of the community in anexplicit form. This is the type of representation that I will use to present the results ofthe following ILM simulations. Other possibilities are to examine the simulations at amore general level through the use of various visualization techniques, and graphing theprogress of selected aspects of the simulation with respect to each other or to time. I willpresent this type of analysis in later sections as I explore how the simulations may beinterpreted.5.1 CompositionalityAs mentioned before, compositionality is a common feature of every human language.This property is necessary for a �nite language to have in�nite expressibility, as humanlanguages do. Being such a fundamental feature of human language, compositionalityis among the targets of many simulations. I will discuss a simulation by Simon Kirby,the developer of the iterated learning model described above. The data and procedure Ipresent here are a summarization of the information presented in Kirby (2002).Kirby uses a simple form of predicate logic to de�ne the meaning space for his simula-



5 ILM Simulations and Results 26tions. His meaning space consists of a set of predicates, such as hates, loves and admires,and a set of arguments such as gavin, pete, heather and mary. Meanings are presented tothe agents as in (1).(1) likes(gavin, mary)The agents use what is called a subsumption learning algorithm to deduce their gram-mar. When an agent hears a signal/meaning pair it �rst simply memorizes the mapping,checking for duplicates. So, an agent might incorporate (2) into its grammar. In thisrepresentations, the S/ indicates that what follows is a complete sentence. The string onthe right hand side of the arrow is that which corresponds to the meaning on the left. Inthis example, English words are used for clarity, but in the actual simulation, the stringsare generated randomly and do not correspond to any real human language.(2) S/likes(gavin, mary) → gavinlikesmaryAgents who can do nothing but memorize such mappings have no capacity to generalize.As explained in section 4, ability to generalize is necessary for the ILM to work. Kirbyallows the agents to generalize by, when possible, subsuming two rules into one � theagents make the least general generalization that can account for both rules.In one generation of the simulation, the speaker produces 50 utterances, with randomlychosen meanings. There are 100 possible meanings, which means that no learner can hearevery meaning. As expected, at the beginning of the simulation, the languages that theagents learn are idiosyncratic and unstable. The grammar of the �rst learner in thesimulation is shown in Figure 2. This grammar is almost entirely non-compositional.A chance similarity, however, has allowed for the creation of a single rule. The learnerheard the string �g meaning admires(mary, john) and fnv meaning admires(pete, john).From this input, the learner deduced a single rule: the meaning admires(X, john) can beexpressed by fY, where Y is the string that represents person X in the meaning. The



5 ILM Simulations and Results 27learner has evidence that two objects, mary and pete, can take the place of X. Therefore,mary and pete become part of a class of words, called A, and that class is incorporatedinto a rule. In the notation presented here, the presence of a class name on the right handside of the arrow indicates that any member of that class can be inserted at that point inthe utterance. The variable paired with that class name, in this case x, also appears onthe left hand side, indicating which portion of the meaning changes based on the selectedword. Generation 1S/detests(john, gavin) → nqb S/detests(john, pete) → fuS/hates(heather, mary) → b S/detests(mary, gavin) → qqqS/loves(mary, pete) → k S/hates(gavin, john) → wS/admires(john, mary) → u S/admires(gavin, mary) → hS/detests(pete, john) → ayj S/hates(heather, gavin) → jrxS/likes(heather, gavin) → g S/hates(pete, mary) → rS/loves(pete, john) → vcs S/likes(gavin, pete) → qiS/likes(john, pete) → os S/admires(gavin, john) → jS/loves(heather, gavin) ?→ e S/detests(john, mary) → fS/likes(mary, gavin) → ke S/detests(heather, pete) → wkmS/admires(john, gavin) → hy S/detests(pete, mary) → smS/admires(pete, heather) → dx S/loves(heather, john) → IS/admires(gavin, pete) → x S/hates(john, heather) → xfS/likes(heather, mary) → d S/loves(mary, gavin) → bniS/detests(heather, john) → m S/admires(gavin, heather) → ynS/hates(heather, pete) ?→ yya S/admires(x, john) → f A/xA/mary → lgA/pete → nvFig. 2: The grammar at generation 1. For the most part, the grammar consists of memo-rized strings for each meaning, but a chance similarity has resulted in the formationof one rule. The similarity of �g meaning admires(mary, john) and fnv meaningadmires(pete, john) has resulted in the creation of the category A for mary andpete. Figure taken from (Kirby 2002)In the �rst generation the grammar of the learner is almost exclusively non-compositional,but this quickly starts to change. As the simulation progresses, agents begin to make moregeneralizations and have grammars that are somewhat compositional and productive. Fig-



5 ILM Simulations and Results 28ure 3 shows the grammar of an agent at generation 14. It is clear that this agent has mademany generalizations from the data it heard. However, its grammar is still quite unsys-tematic. We can see that the agent has created six word classes, A through F. Thoughnouns and verbs appear in separate classes, many of the predicates and objects occur inmultiple classes and it is unclear how the members of each class are related. Also, theagent still has many meanings which is has simple memorized which it cannot constructcompositionally.Generation 14S/hates(pete, john) → a A/gavin → bS/p(john, x) → A/x B/p A/mary → niS/likes(gavin, pete) → lw A/john → yS/hates(heather, john) → z A/heather → xS/p(x, mary) → l B/p A/x A/pete → hS/p(pete, gavin) → dx, E/p B/loves → yS/admires(heather, mary) → hhi B/hates → nS/likes(mary, pete) → h B/likes → zS/p(x, heather) → F/p A/x B/detests → mS/hates(gavin, mary) ?→ rw C/pete → tS/detests(gavin, john) → vow C/gavin → yoS/hates(heather, gavin) → s C/heather → gpiS/detests(x, y) → D/x A/y C/john → dS/hates(mary, x) → D/x rs D/heather → krS/hates(heather, pete) → kw D/gavin → qS/likes(heather, gavin) → ufy E/hates → cS/loves(x, y) → A/y A/x E/detests → rpS/likes(x, y) → l C/y A/x F/detests → rS/p(x,y) → C/x B/p n A/y F/admires → udFig. 3: The grammar at generation 14. This grammar is somewhat compositional, butstill shows much of the arbitrariness of earlier generations. We can see here thatsome rules have been created that abstract over several predicates. In these cases,the predicate position is represented by p and the category from which to choosea word is represented (as before) by p/X. Figure taken from (Kirby 2002)Figure 4 shows the state of the language at generation 112. We can see that therehas been a dramatic reduction in the size of the agent's grammar. The agent's grammarno longer contains any memorized complete meanings, but rather has two rules by which



5 ILM Simulations and Results 29to construct all utterances. The number of classes has also decreased since generation14. There is now only one class of verbs, though the nouns are still divided between twoclasses. Generation 112S/p(x,y) → C/y B/p n A/x B/loves → xfhS/p(x,y) → A/y C/x B/p n B/hates → nB/admires → srwA/gavin → b B/likes → zA/mary → ni B/detests → mA/pete → re C/heather → fkmA/john → y C/pete → tC/mary → nsC/gavin → yoC/john → dFig. 4: The grammar at generation 112. This grammar is very compositional and relativelystable. Figure taken from (Kirby 2002)The language of generation 112 is, as Kirby emphasizes, highly regular. This grammaris stable for thousands of generations, until eventually a series of changes results, atgeneration 7944, in the grammar shown in Figure 5. We can see that in this grammarhas only one rule for producing sentences (in OSV order) and two classes of words (whichcorrespond to nouns and verbs). This grammar remains entirely stable.Generation 7944S/p(x,y) → v A/y g A/x B/p nA/gavin → gw B/hates → nA/john → gbb B/loves → cA/pete → k B/detests → mA/heather → gyt B/admires → srwA/mary → pd B/likes → zFig. 5: The grammar at generation 7944. This grammar is entirely compositional, withonly one sentence creation rule and two classes of words. Figure taken from (Kirby2002)Kirby's experiment shows the development of compositional structure in a population
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Fig. 6: A graph of the size versus expressivity of grammars in the simulation. Figuretaken from (Kirby 2002)with no genetic evolution. Clearly, the agents are capable of learning non-compositiongrammars, since for generations they do. The agents introduced at the end of the simu-lation are identical to those introduced at the beginning, but the language they learn isqualitatively di�erent. This di�erence results from the dynamics of language transmissioncombined with properties of the agents' learning algorithm.Examining the grammars of the agents helps to gain an understanding of the develop-ment of the agents' language on a microscopic level. A more macroscopic understandingis better obtained by examining a graph of the agents' grammars over several simulationruns. This graph is shown in �gure 6. One thing to note is that the regular, compositionalgrammars are much smaller than the primarily lexical grammars early in the simulation.We can see that the languages in �gure 6 make a sudden shift from being vocabulary-liketo being syntactic as they increase to maximum expressivity. Kirby (Kirby 2002; Kirbyand Hurford 2002) hypothesizes that the driving force behind this shift is the learningbottleneck (discussed further in section 7). As mentioned before, no learner in the simula-



5 ILM Simulations and Results 31tion can hear all possible meanings. This creates a bottleneck in the learning process sinceany language, if it is to remain stable between generations, must be able to be learnedfrom only a fraction of the possible meaning/utterance pairs it speci�es. Because compo-sitional languages are able to pass through this bottleneck and still be learned, they aremore evolutionarily stable than their non-compositional counterparts. It is therefore notsurprising that compositional languages replace the earlier lexical languages.Many experimenters have replicated the results of this experiment, often with thegoal of isolating necessary conditions. I will discuss this research in sections 7 and 8.I will discuss one additional experiment here, to make a crucial point about culturalevolution: just as in genetic evolution, there is a distinction to be made between thegenotype and phenotype of linguistic agents. The linguistic genotype of an agent isits internal representation of language. This is what we have been examining in thediscussion above. The linguistic phenotype of an agent is the set of utterances that itsgrammar produces. Just as in genetic evolution, natural selection can only occur basedon phenotypic consequences of the genotypic makeup. That is, linguistic memes canonly be selected for or against based on the e�ect they have on the exterior, phenotypic,language. The representation internal to an individual agent is only important insofar asit can produce the evolutionarily successful phenotype.An experiment by Hurford (2000) highlights this point. As in Kirby's simulation,Hurford's agents have the capacity to generalize. But Hurford limits the probability thatthe agents will employ this ability to 25%. That is, three quarters of the time, the agentsmake no attempt to generalize what they learn and simply memorize string-meaningpairs. Nevertheless, the language that develops by the end of the simulation is entirelycompositional. Since learners always memorize a large proportion of the strings theyhear, the internal grammars of the agents still have, in addition to compositional rules,many individual string-meaning mappings. But crucially, these memorized mappingscomply with the same compositional grammar. That is, the external language of the



5 ILM Simulations and Results 32community is entirely compositional despite the individuality of each agent's grammar.This servers to emphasize the point that we are interested in the cultural evolution oflanguages themselves, not of any characteristics of the individual agents. A linguisticmeme is successful if it persists. The grammars of linguistic agents are the vehicle forpersistence of the linguistic meme, but these grammars need not be uniform, e�cient, oridentical to support the meme's survival.These experiments are two of many that demonstrate the emergence of compositionalstructure in the ILM framework. Other experiment modify the details of the simulation.Some represent the meaning space using n-dimensional vectors rather than structuredpredicate logic (Tonkes and Wiles 2002). Many use di�erent learning algorithms, includ-ing Minimum Description Length modeling (Brighton and Kirby 2001a,b), neural networktraining (Tonkes and Wiles 2002), and other connectionist techniques (Smith 2003). Theresults are robust to these changes in the modeling parameters. In section 8 I will explorehow looking for similarities in the biases of these varied learning algorithms can help toinform our understanding of the forces driving cultural evolution.5.2 RecursivityHuman languages are in�nitely expressive. Recursivity, with compositionality, allowsthis without requiring language users to also possess an in�nitely large grammar. Likecompositionality, recursivity is universal among human languages. A simple extensionto the experiment described above allows us to explore how this feature can also emergefrom cultural evolution.Kirby (2002) extends the experiment describes above to allow for recursivity by intro-ducing predicates into the meaning space which can take other predicates as arguments.For instance, a possible meaning in this simulation is (3), meaning john believes thatheather praises mary.



5 ILM Simulations and Results 33(3) S/believes(john, praises(heather, mary))Meanings of the type included in the last experiment, with only a single predicate, aretermed degree-0 meaning. Meanings containing a single embedded predicate are degree-1,while meanings containing a doubly embedded predicate are degree-2 In this simulation,the speakers are now prompted to produce meanings of degree-0, as well as degree-1 anddegree-2.As before, the grammars of the initial generations are quite idiosyncratic and unstable.For instance, the grammar of the �rst generation contains over 100 rules, mostly simplemappings from complete meanings to strings. However, as before, after a number ofgenerations the grammar dramatically decreases in size. Figure 7 shows the grammar ofan agent in generation 115 of this simulation.Generation 115S/p(x,q) → S/q C/p gp B/x d B/pete → fS/p(x,p) → stlw A/p B/y B/x B/heather → vB/gavin → eksA/loves → r B/mary → kA/admires → i B/john → aA/hates → wja C/says → fdbtlA/detests → w C/decides → bA/likes → btl C/believes → oC/knows → zC/thinks → tFig. 7: The grammar at generation 115. The two sentence rules allow for recursiveness,and the �rst rule allows for complete sentences to be included within it. Figuretaken from (Kirby 2002)This grammar has two sentence rules. One is similar to the rule developed in the �rstsimulation. The other, crucially, has a category for subordinating verbs such as say andbelieve and allows for an embedded S. This makes the grammar recursive, and in�nitelyexpressive.Though the agents in the experiment were only ever prompted to produce meaningsof at most degree-2, the grammar that results is capable of expressing meanings of in�nite



5 ILM Simulations and Results 34degree. This is also the case in natural languages. Human languages are in�nitely recursive(theoretically, the sentence �He says that she says that he says that she says... something�is grammatical with an in�nite number of repetitions of the he says/she says construction.Of course, an in�nite sentence could never actually be uttered). However, an individuallearner only ever hears sentences of some �nite degree of recursion.5.3 IrregularityThe experiments presented above attempt to isolate potential causes of regular patternsconsidered to be linguistic universals. However, the fact is that these patterns are notentirely universal throughout language. Languages are �lled with irregularity. For in-stance, the generally compositional system of the English past tense marker is disruptedby irregular verbs such as go and see. The simulations in the previous sections do notallow for irregularity. Kirby and Hurford (2002) present a simulation that attempts todemonstrate the irregularity can be present in stable culturally evolved languages. Thefollowing description is based on their paper.Kirby and Hurford make three major modi�cations to the structure of the experimentsas described so far. Firstly, in situations where an agent's grammar allows for multiplestrings to express the same meaning, the agent will always produce the shorter string.Secondly, there is a small chance that utterances will not be produced correctly and acharacter will be dropped from the utterance. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, theprobability with which meanings are expressed is not uniform. Some meanings are morelikely to be expressed, and are therefore expressed with a greater frequency.The grammar of the agents in this simulation follows a familiar pattern. For the �rstgenerations, the grammars of individual agents are idiosyncratic and not uniform. Even-tually, though, a stable grammar develops. However, in this case, some of the meaningsare consistently expressed irregularly. That is, though they do not follow the composi-



5 ILM Simulations and Results 35a_0 a_1 a_2 a_3 a_4b_0 g s kf jf uhlfb_1 y jgi ki ji uhlib_2 yq jgq kq jq uhlqb_3 ybq jgbq kbq jbq uhlbqb_4 yuqeg jguqeg kuqeg juqeg uhluqegFig. 8: Results from Kirby and Hurford (2002) showing the emergence of irregularity inan ILM model. The irregular forms, shown in bold, express the most frequentmeanings. Figure taken from (Kirby and Hurford 2002)tional pattern, the irregular string-meaning pairs are stable between generations. Theirregular strings correspond to the meanings that are expressed with greater frequency.This is unsurprising since these are the meanings that are likely to be expressed frequentlyenough to be heard reliably by learners in every generation. This pattern also correspondsto the pattern of irregulars in natural language, which are often the most frequent words(for instance, go and to be in English).Figure 8 shows the results of the Kirby and Hurford simulation. In this case, themeanings consist of a combination of two components (Kirby and Hurford suggest thatthese two components could correspond, for instance, to shape and color or action andtense). One component is represented by the range a0to a4while the other is representedby b0to b4. The meaning components with lower numbered subscripts are expressed withgreater frequency. We can see in the �gure that the irregular forms are indeed the mostfrequent. They are also the shortest strings, which is, anecdotally, also similar to naturallanguage.The results of this simulation lend support to the idea that cultural evolution canlead to many features of human language. This is especially true since the pattern ofregularity in this experiment parallels that seen in natural language. It seems likely thatthe emergence of irregularity is linked to the uneven frequency with which meanings wereexpressed. However, this is an area that calls for further investigation, as the other changesmade to the simulation could easily have also had an e�ect. I will discuss the care that



6 Interpreting Simulation Results 36must be taken in interpreting simulations in section 6.6 Interpreting Simulation ResultsILM simulations show very appealing results, but simulation has limits that should beconsidered along with the results. Also, given the speci�city and simpli�cation of the ILMsimulations, it is necessary to consider the applicability of simulation results to naturallanguage. I will discuss in this section several facets of the previously presented simula-tions and consider some of the possible limitations on data obtained through simulation.Simulations are greatly idealized and simpli�ed, which means that we should carefullyexamine their results, but even with these caveats, data from simulations are valuable.6.1 Relationship of Simulated Language to Natural LanguageThe languages in the simulations are very simpli�ed. Can we draw parallels between theselanguages and natural human languages? Of course, the features of compositionality,recursivity and irregularity are the most relevant parallels. However, there are otherfeatures of the simulated languages which show interesting similarities to natural language.Consider the grammar that resulted in the example experiment on compositionality(�gure 6). The single rule in this grammar is: S/p(x,y) → v A/y g A/x B/p n. This ruleis compositional, but there are components that seem to be entirely functional withoutbearing meaning � the v, g, and n speci�ed as necessary in the rule. In more complexsystems, such as that developed in the recursivity experiment, these �meaningless� com-ponents can serve to distinguish and identify di�erent rules. It would be relatively simpleto determine how these components became fossilized during the simulation, but this isnot the interesting question. It is more interesting to consider whether there are parallelcomponents in natural language. It seems reasonable that there might be. Extant humanlanguages contain grammatical constructions that carry meaning about the form of the



6 Interpreting Simulation Results 37utterance rather than any referent of the words themselves.In many ways, the languages of the simulations are parallel to natural language. Onthe most basic level, they are a pairing between meaning and form. Of course, much of thedetail of how that meaning is established in glossed over in the assumption that agentshave access to both during learning. Crucially, the simulated languages show patternsof compositionality, recursiveness and irregularity. Other smaller patterns of similaritycan be noted: in addition to the parallel mentioned above, parallels can be seen in someexperiments in the development of competing systems of regularity. These additional,smaller, similarities which are not the speci�c target of experiments are tempting indica-tions of the validity of simulation results for natural language exploration. However, withthe amount of simpli�cation present in simulation, it is di�cult to know whether thesesimilarities are meaningful or merely �gments of the construction of the experiments.6.2 Problem of Overspeci�cationA frequent concern when using computational simulation is that the simulations may beoverspeci�ed. The fear is that the simulation may be unintentionally pre-programmed toshow the desired behavior, or that the simulated agents may be able to �cheat� in ways notintended by the simulator. There are several ways of attempting to identify and eliminateoverspeci�cation. One is to work to isolate and identify the particular properties of thesimulation that lead to the desired outcome. I discuss this technique shortly, both ingeneral and for Kirby's ILM simulations speci�cally.In situations involving emergent behavior, another technique for analyzing the resultsis to compare the results to the general expected behavior in emergent situations. Forinstance, if exploring the emergence of a particular characteristic within a population, wemight expect to see some sort of s-curve. A con�icting pattern of data might indicatethat an undesirable factor or process was in�uencing the simulation. Of course, such a



6 Interpreting Simulation Results 38comparison is only useful when we can predict with some con�dence what sort of patternwe expect out data to follow. In the case of ILM simulations, this does not seem to bethe case.Though the development of syntax was surely an emergent phenomenon, ILM simula-tions themselves do not show typical emergent behavior. ILM simulations are inherentlyvertical; that is, there are only two (or at most several) agents �alive� at any given time.We are not interested in the emergence of a characteristic within a population of agents.In some ways, it would be more accurate to view the set of meanings in the simulatedlanguage as the �population�. The simulations presented in this paper explore the emer-gence of characteristics in languages themselves. Analyzing the data with respect to anassumed model of emergence would require considering the simulations and their resultsfrom a somewhat di�erent perspective. This might be an interesting direction of inquiry,but has not yet been investigated.Nevertheless, we must consider the possibility that the ILM simulations presented herewere overspeci�ed in some way. Tonkes and Wiles (2002), for instance, point out that thelearning algorithm used by Kirby in his experiments was originally developed for use inNatural Language Processing, suggesting that perhaps it was unduly specialized for thetask. However, Tonkes and Wiles also present results from their own experiment indicatingthat similar results can be obtained with a less language-speci�c learning algorithm.In general, the best evidence that the results of the simulations described here shouldnot be discounted due to such concerns is that they have been replicated by many ex-perimenters using a variety of formalisms, learning algorithms and experimental setups(Brighton et al., 2005b; Tonkes and Wiles, 2002; Christiansen and Ellefson, 2002). Thereis also an intuitive argument to be made for the validity of the ILM simulations. Agents,identical in structure, who are introduced late in the simulation learn a qualitatively dif-ferent language than those introduced earlier. Some change occurs in the language of thecommunity. Isolating whatever causes that change is essential to making full use of the



6 Interpreting Simulation Results 39simulation results.6.3 Isolating Su�cient ConditionsSimulations that show desirable results are interesting, but the most useful informationto be extracted from successful simulations is the identi�cation of the crucial conditions.As mentioned in section 2, one of the advantages of simulations is that they can be a goodtool for identifying the assumptions and conditions that are essential to a theory. Oneway of doing this is to systematically vary the parameters of the simulation and observethe e�ect that this has on the results. When changing a parameter causes the simulationto fail, it is an indication of the importance of that feature.Several people have explored Kirby's ILM simulation in this way. Kirby comes to theconclusion that the learning bottleneck is crucial to cultural evolution. Research done byBrighton, Smith and Kirby (2005b) supports this claim. On the other hand, Tonkes andWiles (2002) challenge the preeminence of the learning bottleneck. This issue is discussedfurther in section 7.Though there is no genetic evolution in ILM models, the agents do possess a learningalgorithm. The structure of this algorithm clearly will have an e�ect on the simulationprocess and the resulting languages. What are the necessary attributes that a learningalgorithm must possess for language-like communication systems to culturally evolve? Isstipulating necessary, possibly unique, components of the learning algorithm (an innatecharacteristic) di�erent than stipulating the existence of UG? These issues are exploredin section 8.As mentioned above, simulations are greatly simpli�ed from reality. This issue hasbeen discussed with regards to lexicon formation in section 4. Though the simpli�cation ofsimulations may be detrimental to their applicability, it is also bene�cial. One advantageof studying simulations is that they allow us to isolate and examine aspects of a process



7 The Learning Bottleneck 40in a way that is not possible in the real world. In the following sections, I will discussattempts to isolate the crucial components to the success of the ILM simulations presentedpreviously.7 The Learning BottleneckKirby emphasizes the importance of the learning bottleneck in the process of culturalevolution of compositional languages. In natural language, which is both compositionaland recursive, there is a bottleneck by necessity. A learner cannot be exposed to allmeaning signal pairs of such as in�nite language. In simulations of language evolution,the meaning space is often greatly restricted, with the result that a learning bottleneckmust be arti�cially imposed by restricting the number of utterances to which a singlelearner is exposed. Nevertheless, the bottleneck seems to be crucial in stimulating theevolution of compositional languages. In the presence of a learning bottleneck, composi-tional languages are comparatively more evolutionarily successful because only they areable to pass through the learning bottleneck intact.It is reasonable to assume that a learning bottleneck would have been in play duringthe evolution of human language. For there to be no bottleneck, all learners must beexposed to all meaning signal pairs possible in the language of the community. Even ifthis language were �nite, practical considerations suggest that as soon as the communityof language users became su�ciently large or diverse, the number of expressible meaningswould increase to the point where it would be unlikely for each member of the communityto be exposed to them all. At this point, this bottleneck would create an environment inwhich compositional languages could reap selective advantage.Though it is easy to intuitively identify the learning bottleneck as a crucial factor forthe evolution of compositionality, the simulations presented so far do not explore thisassumption. Nevertheless, simulation is an ideal forum for exploring such assumptions



7 The Learning Bottleneck 41about necessary conditions. Brighton et al. (2005b) present a variation on Kirby's ILMsimulations (described in section 5) which aims to isolate and identify the necessary condi-tions for the emergence of compositionality. I will describe their experimental frameworkhere and discuss their results as relates to the importance of the learning bottleneck. Insection 8 I will discuss their results as they relate to necessary learning biases of individualagents.Brighton et al. use a more abstract representation for the language in their simulationthan that of the simulations presented above. Meanings are represented as vectors in ameaning space de�ned by two parameters: F and V. F represents the number of featuresthat each meaning has and V represents the number of values that each feature can takeon. To demonstrate this, consider the meaning space M de�ned by F=2 and V=2:M = { (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2) }Signals are represented by strings of letters. The signal space is de�ned by the alphabet(Σ) and the maximum length of a string (lmax). As a concrete example, consider the signalspace de�ned by Σ = {a, b} and lmax = 2.S = {a, b, aa, ab, ba, bb}Unlike the language described in section 5, languages which use these meaning and signalspaces cannot be recursive. However, this model of language does allow for compositionallanguages. Brighton et al. give the following example, which they call Lcompostional.Lcompostional = { 〈(1,1), ac〉, 〈(1,2), ad〉, 〈(2,1), bc〉, 〈(2,2), bd〉 }Using this model of language, Brighton et al. conduct an ILM simulation similar instructure to those already discussed. In each generation, the 'adult' agent agents itprompted to produce a set of meaning-signal pairs which is then given to the learner



7 The Learning Bottleneck 42agent as training data. After this, the adult agent is removed from the simulation, thelearner becomes the adult and a new learner is introduced.The learning algorithm of this simulation is structured to allowmanipulation to explorevarious learning biases. The grammar of each agent is represented as a matrix, A. Thismatrix contains the strengths of associations between both partial and complete meaningsand signals. The rows of the matrix represent all the possible components of the meaningsin M. A component of a meaning is a vector that may be underspeci�ed. That is, for eachfeature of the meaning, the component vector can contain either the value of that featurefor that meaning, or an unspeci�ed wild card value. The columns of the matrix representall the possible components of the signals in S. A signal component, parallel to a meaningcomponent, is a possibly underspeci�ed string. The entries of this matrix represent theassociation between each component meaning and component signal. Initially, all entriesin the matrix are set to zero. Learning is the process of adjusting these associations basedon the input, according to a set of parameters.When an agent is given a meaning-signal pair from which to learn, it adjusts eachentry in its matrix according to speci�ed parameters where Cm and Cs are the sets ofcomponent meanings and signals speci�ed by the meaning-signal pair.
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α if i ∈ Cm and j ∈ Cs

β if i ∈ Cm and j 6∈ Cs

γ if i 6∈ Cm and j ∈ Cs

δ if i 6∈ Cm and j 6∈ CsWhen the agents are prompted to produce a signal to correspond to a given meaning,they �nd the sets of meaning components which are analysis of the given meaning. Theyevaluate these sets of meaning components with respect to the possible signal strings onthe basis of connection strength. The signal they produce is that with the highest score.Varying the values for α, β, γ and δ in the learning algorithm alters the learning biases



7 The Learning Bottleneck 43of the agents. The results of such variation are described in the next section. For thepurpose of demonstrating the importance of the learning bottleneck, Brighton et al. setthese parameters to α = 1, β = −1, γ = −1, δ = 0.To explore the impact of the learning bottleneck, Brighton et al. ran their ILMsimulation under two conditions. In the �rst, learners were exposed to all meanings inthe meaning space. In this condition, there was no bottleneck. In the second condition,learners were only exposed to a subset of meanings. The graph in �gure 9 shows theresults comparison of the results in the bottleneck and no bottleneck conditions.

Fig. 9: A comparison of the results of a simulation with and without a bottleneck ontransmission. Compositional language only emerges when a bottleneck is present.Figure taken from (Brighton et al. 2005b).In this experiment, compositionality is evaluated as a value between 0 and 1. Fordetails on the calculation of this value, reference Brighton et al. (2005b). Figure 10 showsfragments of noncompositional and compositional grammars from a run of Brighton'ssimulation.



8 Learning Biases 44Meaning Signal in initial language Signal in �nal language(3,3,3) db def(3,3,2) cfc ded(3,2,3) cfh daf(3,2,2) deg dad(2,3,3) fbg fef(2,3,2) gae fed(2,2,3) chg faf(2,2,2) cbc fad(1,3,3) cgg gefFig. 10: Fragments of a noncompositional and a compositional grammar. The former isthe initial grammar of the agents at the beginning of the simulation. The latteris the �nal grammar of the agents at the end of the simulation. The noncompo-sitional grammar has a compositionality score of -0.025 while the compositionalgrammar has a compositionality score of 0.991. Figure taken from (Brighton et al.2005b)We see in �gure 9 that without a learning bottleneck, compositional language does notarise. When a learning bottleneck is imposed, however, compositional language is ableto evolve through the process of language transmission. The results of this experimentindicate that the learning bottleneck is indeed important for the cultural evolution ofcompositionality. Brighton et al. do not specify the severity of the bottleneck they impose.It is likely that there is a crucial range of bottleneck sizes in order for the bottleneck tosimulate the evolution of compositionality. A bottleneck that is too restrictive will notallow any language to be reliably transmitted. A bottleneck that is too nonrestrictivewill not provide su�cient advantage to compositional languages and will likely result inlanguage similar to those which arise in the no bottleneck condition.8 Learning BiasesGrammatical universals exist, but I want to suggest that their existence doesnot imply that they are pre�gured in the brain like frozen evolutionary acci-dents [...] they have emerged spontaneously and independently in each evolv-



8 Learning Biases 45ing language, in response to universal biases in the selection processes a�ectinglanguage transmission.(Deacon 1997, 115-116)The type of learning algorithm used in ILM simulations is very in�uential. The learningbiases of the agents in the simulations correspond to biases that we assume human cog-nition must have for human language to develop. In some ways we can draw parallelsbetween these learning biases and the UG postulated by strong nativist theories. UG isan explanation for regularities and complexities of human language. Learning biases arean alternative explanation for the same phenomenon.Implied in the nativist proposal of UG is the idea that were we to know the structureof the cognitive UG module we would necessarily know the structure of human languages.The problem of how this might be accomplished is what Kirby, Smith and Brighton (2004)refer to as the problem of linkage. If instead of UG, we hypothesize a learning bias foreach agent � what Kirby and Christiansen (2003) call a Universal Bias � we can look tocultural evolution to solve the problem of linkage. We have seen that the learning biasesin simulations lead to the development of language universals through cultural evolution.What aspects of the learning bias are important for this to occur?Brighton et al. (2005b) explore this question by modifying the parameters of thelearning algorithm described in the previous section. They �nd that two things are crucial:an ability of generalize, and a prejudice toward one-to-one mappings of meanings tosignals.The capacity to generalize has already been mentioned as a prerequisite for ILMsimulations to be successful. For language to pass through the learning bottleneck, thecomplete grammar must be inducible from a limited amount of input which requiresgeneralizations. Brighton et al. demonstrate this by comparing the performance in ILMsimulations of agents with and without the ability to generalize. Recall that the behavior



8 Learning Biases 46of the agents' learning algorithm is determined by the parameters α, β, γ and δ. It turnsout that the propensity to generalize is determined by the relationship of α and δ. Fordetails of why this is, see Smith (2003) and Brighton et al. (2005b). In brief, the valuesof α and δ are related to the ability to generalize as follows:
α > δ Agents have the ability to generalize.
α = δ Agents do not generalize reliably but are able to generalize on occasion.
α < δ Agents do not have the ability to generalize.Brighton et al. tested the condition in which α > δ (reliable generalization) against thatin which α = δ (unreliable generalization). Their results are shown in �gure 11.

Fig. 11: A comparison of the results of a simulation with and without a reliable abilityto generalize. Compositional language only emerges with generalization. Figuretaken from (Brighton et al. 2005b).We can see from these results that the ability to generalize reliably is indeed importantfor the cultural evolution of compositionality.



8 Learning Biases 47The necessity of a bias to generalize is intuitively easy to understand. The necessity ofa prejudice toward one-to-one mappings is less intuitively obvious. But consider a situa-tion in which learners have no prejudice against many-to-one meaning to signal mappings.These learners would be amenable to learning a language which, in the extreme, repre-sented all meanings by a single string. Though this language is in�nitely expressive ina technical sense, it is obviously useless for communication. In the simulation done byBrighton et al., learners without a bias against many-to-one mappings developed preciselysuch a language. Brighton et al. also argue for the necessity of a bias against one-to-manymappings.Once we propose learning biases as essential to the development of language, it isimportant to consider whether humans demonstrate such biases. Extant human lan-guages show both one-to-many and many-to-one mappings between signals and mean-ings. Though on the surface this seems to contradict the idea that humans have a biasagainst such mappings, Brighton et al. (2005b) argue that this is not the case. As theysay, properties of the �nal language do not necessarily re�ect properties of the learningbiases of linguistic agents. They also cite psychological and historical linguistic evidenceto support their claims that humans possess a bias for one-to-one mappings. For instance,studies with children demonstrate that they are more likely to associate novel words withnovel objects rather than postulate many-to-one mappings of words to objects or objectsto words.Many other researchers have examined the question of what learning biases play criticalroles in the success of ILM simulations. For instance, Smith (2003) reaches the sameconclusions as Brighton et al. as to the importance of the ability to generalize and thepreference toward one-to-one mappings. He goes on to classify neural net style learnersinto groups of constructors, maintainers, learners and nonlearners. Constructors canstart from no language and develop a structured linguistic system as we have seen in thesimulations presented here. Maintainers can, if presented with input generated by such



9 The Genome 48a structured system, transmit the system to the next generation even with some noiseor disruption. Learners can learn the system and transmit it, but only in the absenceof noise. Nonlearners lack even the capacity to learn the structured system presented tothem. The answer to the question of what places any given learning algorithm into one ofthese four groups is prerequisite to a complete understanding of the mechanics of culturaltransmission. Without this information, it is di�cult to make claims about the cognitivemachinery that humans must have for the progression cultural evolution. However, withthe suggestions made above, we can make a start at identifying what constraints oncognition may be su�cient, or even necessary, for the development of language throughcultural evolution.Once we establish that cultural accounts of language evolution require speci�c learningbiases, we must address the question of what di�erentiates such biases from the nativistUG. Perhaps one answer to this is that learning biases may have scope outside of thelinguistic domain. The ability to generalize is likely to have wide applicability. It ispossible that a bias for one-to-one mappings could be useful outside the linguistic domainas well. If we postulate that these biases are not speci�c to language, we should be ableto �nd evidence of the same biases in other areas of human cognition.9 The GenomeI argue that the evidence for cultural evolution is su�cient to make the strong nativistapproach untenable. On the other hand, there is evidence for an innate component tolanguage that I have not yet discussed. There is clearly something unique to humansthat gives us a linguistic ability not possessed by any other species. The purely culturalapproach would suggest that this is entirely the result of general learning biases andthe cultural processes demonstrated in the simulations. However, cultural evolution oflanguage takes many generations. Processes such as creolization or the formation of native



9 The Genome 49sign in Nicaraguan schools for the deaf (Senghas 1995) occur in at most a few generations.It would be di�cult to make the claim that cultural evolution alone could account forthese processes occurring in such a short time. In reality, it is equally untenable to claimthat genetic changes did not play a role in language evolution as to claim they were thesole factor.Considerations such as those mentioned above lend impetus to the search for a theorythat is neither entirely nativist nor exclusively cultural. Many researchers have suggestedthat an evolutionary process known as the Baldwin e�ect might allow for such a com-promise (Yamauchi 2004; Turkel 2002; Kirby and Hurford 1997; Briscoe 2003). In thefollowing sections I will discuss the Baldwin e�ect and its possible applicability to languageevolution.9.1 The Baldwin e�ectThe Baldwin e�ect was proposed over 100 years ago by the psychologist James Baldwinas a means of incorporating �a new factor� into the theory of evolution (1896). Baldwin'soriginal idea was expanded upon and developed by Simpson (1953), who coined the name,and Waddington, who had concurrently developed similar ideas (Yamauchi 2004). Verygenerally, the Baldwin e�ect proposes a means by which cultural or learned behavior canbecome genetically assimilated.Natural selection gives selective bene�t to the ability to learn. Consider the behavioral�tness landscape for an organism. Each point on this landscape represents the selectiveadvantage of a certain set of behavioral characteristics. Evolution is essentially a hill-climbing search over �tness landscapes. If behavioral characteristics are entirely innate,each organism will stay in a single position on the �tness landscape throughout its life.Genetic mutations and recombinations will cause individuals in a population to be spreadout on the �tness landscape, and those located at higher points will have a selective



9 The Genome 50bene�t. If the �tness landscape is smooth - that is, if incremental changes to the behavioralmakeup of an organism in a particular direction results in progressively increasing �tness- the evolutionary search will be able to �nd the local maxima. If, on the other hand,the �tness landscape is spiky, with large areas of equal �tness and local peaks of higher�tness, the evolutionary search will progress randomly through the �at spaces ad will beless likely to reach the maxima.Consider now the introduction to this �tness landscape of a population of organismsthat have the capacity to acquire learned behavior. That is, individual organisms maymove around the �tness landscape during their lifetimes. On the spiky �tness landscapedescribed above, the ability of organisms to explore a portion of the surrounding �tnesslandscape e�ectively smooths the spikes. Individuals placed innately near to a �tnessspike will be likely to �nd the spike and reap the selective bene�t.While there is a selective pressure for the ability to learn, the Baldwin E�ect describesthe reverse pressure - that for learned behavior to become innate. Again, consider thepopulation of agents on a �tness landscape. These agents are able to acquire learnedbehaviors, meaning that if there is a �tness peak in their vicinity they are likely to �ndit within their lifetimes. Once they �nd the peak, they gain a selective advantage. Nowimagine that a genetic change allows a certain agent to �nd the �tness peak more quicklythan the others. Though many of the agents will reach the peak eventually, this �rstagent will be there for longer and therefore have greater �tness. The genetic change thatwould allow this speedy approach to the peak is the incorporation of a previously learnedbehavior into the genome. That is, agents who, based on their genetically determinedbehavior, begin closer to the �tness peak will have a selective advantage over those whomust search a larger area.Following Turney (1996), we can look at this part of the process as a result of learn-ing being costly. For example, the experimentation necessitated by the learning processis potentially dangerous. As Turney says, it can be advantageous to instinctively avoid



9 The Genome 51snakes rather than learning to do so through trial-and-error. To continue with the snakeexample, we can make the following comparisons. Individuals who are able to learn toavoid snakes have an advantage over those who aren't able to acquire this behavior (learn-ing is advantageous). Individuals who instinctively avoid snakes have an advantage overthose who must learn to do so (learning is costly). By this reasoning, innate mechanismsare selectively preferable over learned mechanisms. But of course, the ability to learnremains advantageous for the smoothing e�ect that it has on spiky �tness landscapes.The competing pressures to develop support for learned and instinctive behaviors createsan evolutionary balancing act. Turney describes how such a situation might play out:If it is possible for the behavior to be performed by an instinctive mechanism,it will usually be advantageous for such a mechanism to evolve, since instinc-tive mechanisms tend to be less expensive than learned mechanisms. However,when a new behavior is �rst evolving, an instinctive mechanism may requirethe population to make a large evolutionary leap, while a learned mechanismmay be able to arise in smaller evolutionary increments. Learning may allowthe behavior to eventually become common and robust in the populations,which then gives evolution the time required to �nd an instinctive mechanismto replace the learned mechanism. In summary, at �rst learning is advanta-geous, but later it is not.(Turney , 1996, 137)Learned behavior can guide evolution toward peaks of �tness that it might not otherwisebe likely to �nd. As Yamauchi says, �learning paves the path of the evolutionary searchso that the burden of the evolutionary search is eased� (2004, 2). In 1987, Hinton andNowlan performed a computer simulation of this process, showing that the ability to learnaided populations in evolving more quickly toward maximum �tness (Hinton and Nowlan1987).



9 The Genome 529.1.1 Hinton & Nowlan simulation of the Baldwin E�ectHinton and Nowlan's simulation of the Baldwin E�ect is quite simple, but is important asan early demonstration of learning guiding evolution. The agents in Hinton & Nowlan'ssimulation are neural nets with 20 potential connections. On the creation of an agent,each connection (or, in genetic terms, allele) is speci�ed at either 1 (on), 0 (o�) or ?(unspeci�ed). The unspeci�ed alleles are set by learning during the lifetime of the agent.Initially, each allele for each agent is set at random with a probability of 0.5 for ? allelesand 0.25 for alleles of 1 and 0.The �tness landscape of the simulation is such that there is a single spike of increased�tness corresponding to a single con�guration of alleles. During the lifetime of an agent,it is given a certain number of learning trials. On each trial, it randomly sets each ofits ? connections to either 0 or 1. If the agent ever discovers the high �tness setting,it stops the learning process. Otherwise, it continues to randomly set its connections oneach trial. Agents are allowed 210trials, meaning that agents with 10 correct connectionsand the rest unspeci�ed are likely to �nd the correct setting within their lifetimes. Figure12 shows the �tness landscape of the simulation. Without learning, there is only a singlepeak. With learning, the �tness landscape is smoothed with areas of increased �tness oneither side of the peak.After each generation, new agents are produced by selecting pairs of existing agentsand using a single crossover point to merge their initial settings. That is, the crossoverpoint is chosen and the o�spring gets the connection setting of one parent up to thecrossover point and the connection settings of the other parent after the crossover point.Agents are selected at random, with agents that achieved the high �tness setting gainingsigni�cant advantage in the selection process. This advantage is proportional to 1 + 19n

1000where n is the number of learning trials remaining once the agent discovers the correctsetting. This means that agents who can achieve the high �tness setting with fewer trials
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Fig. 12: The �tness landscape of the Hinton & Nowlan simulation. There is a single spikeof increased �tness, with areas of increased �tness on either side as the result oflearning. Figure taken from Hinton & Nowlan (1987).have a selective advantage.Figure 13 shows the distribution of alleles during the simulation. We can see thatthe incorrect alleles are quickly eliminated from the population. The frequency of correctalleles increases, but a few unspeci�ed alleles remain. These unspeci�ed alleles are able toremain since agents are able to learn the correct settings with only a few learning trials.With learning, the population evolves a stable state in which agents are able to reachthe maximum �tness with a limited number of learning trials. However, when agents werenot allowed to learn, the �tness peak was never found. An evolutionary search relies onsmall shifts toward �tness maxima resulting in increased �tness. This is not the case in thespiked landscape of this simulation. With a mostly �at �tness landscape, the evolutionarysearch proceeds at random. It is unlikely for an agent to chance upon the correct allelesettings. Even if an agent does happen to �nd the �tness peak, it is unlikely that thecorrect settings will be maintained into the next generation. When the �t agent mateswith an agent that has not found the �tness peak, crossover will destroy the high �tnessallele con�guration. In the framework of the Hinton and Nowlan simulation, learningguides evolution toward a �tness peak that evolutionary search without learning couldnot �nd.
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Fig. 13: The results of the Hinton & Nowlan simulation. The population stabilizes withmostly correct alleles. Some unspeci�ed connections remain as agents are ableto learn the correct settings for these alleles with only a few trials. Figure takenfrom Hinton & Nowlan (1987).



9 The Genome 55The simulation by Hinton and Nowlan demonstrates the Baldwin E�ect by showingthat learning can guide evolution toward an otherwise unreachable �tness peak. However,their simulation only shows the e�ect for a single, extreme, �tness landscape. As men-tioned before, learning can be costly. We might expect to �nd �tness landscapes on whichthe Baldwin E�ect is not bene�cial to the evolutionary search. Ancel (2000) explores thisquestion. She �nds that the Baldwin E�ect is only bene�cial in certain �tness landscapes.She classi�es these landscapes according to two conditions:Condition1 Plasticity expedites the search from an initial population distribution to the�rst encounter with the optimum phenotype.Condition2 Condition1 is observed for initial genotype distributions su�ciently distantfrom the target. (Ancel , 2000, 318)In other words, phenotypic plasticity, of which the ability to learn is an example, expeditesevolutionary search in situations where the initial placement of agents on the �tnesslandscape if su�ciently distant from the position of maximum �tness. The BaldwinE�ect is most helpful on �tness landscapes which are highly peaked, such as those wehave discussed. As the �tness landscapes become smoother, the bene�t of the BaldwinE�ect to evolutionary search becomes negligible.Ancel (2000) demonstrates that learning can actually impede the �xation of a bene�cialgenotype in a population. The costliness of learning is important to the success of theBaldwin E�ect. If learning not costly enough, it can keep suboptimal genotypes frombeing eliminated by natural selection. On the other hand, if learning is too costly, it willnot aid the evolutionary search in the �rst place.We have evidence that the Baldwin E�ect can guide evolution toward �tness peaks.But we have also seen that the Baldwin E�ect is not advantageous in all situations. Isthe Baldwin E�ect likely to have played a role in the evolution of language?



9 The Genome 569.2 Baldwin E�ect as Applied to languageSeveral researchers propose the Baldwin E�ect as a promising possible explanation forlanguage evolution. Pinker and Bloom (1990) make this argument:When some individuals are making important distinctions that can be de-coded with cognitive e�ort, it could set up a pressure for the evolution ofneural mechanisms that would make this decoding process become increas-ingly automatic, unconscious, and undistracted by irrelevant aspects of worldknowledge. [...] The process whereby environmentally induced responses setup selection pressures for such responses to become innate, triggering conven-tional Darwinian evolution that super�cially mimics a Lamarckian sequence,is sometimes known as �the Baldwin e�ect�.(Pinker and Bloom 1990, 722)The Baldwin e�ect provides a mechanism by which we can merge nativist and culturalideas about language evolution. The two perspectives become complementary rather thanantagonistic. For instance, we can look to cultural evolution to account for the genesisof language, as its strength lies in accounting for the generation of structure withoutspeci�cally dedicated language mechanisms. But if we accept that such cultural behaviorcan eventually become innate, we can also look to more nativist ideas to explain quickprocesses such as creolization that do not lend themselves well to cultural explanations.We need not hypothesize that the Baldwin e�ect played a role only during the genesis oflanguage. If we accept the framework of the process, we can assume that this co-evolutionof cultural and genetic aspects of language has been a constant force in language evolutionfrom the �rst linguistic communities into modern times. As Richardson and Boyd put it,The most plausible explanation [for the evolution of language] is that sim-ple culturally transmitted language arose �rst, and then selection favored a



10 Conclusions 57[...] special-purpose psychology for learning, decoding, and producing speech,which in turn gave rise to a richer, more-complex language.(Richerson and Boyd 2005, 193)Such a sequence of events, referred to as a Baldwinian chain (Yamauchi 2004), allowsus to develop a picture of language evolution that is simultaneously incremental, geneticand cultural. The ability of learning to guide evolution toward spiky areas of maximum�tness means that even learners with a very primitive or nonexistent genetic linguisticability can reap the selective bene�ts of a linguistic system. Whatever innate languagemechanism that may now exist need not have been fully formed for language to emerge.10 ConclusionsLanguage is one of the most de�ning features of humanity, yet we know surprisingly littleabout how it came about. The question of language evolution was ignored for years,and is still frequently sidestepped by the dominant linguistic theories. Though it is byno means universal, a popular view of language evolution assumes the nativist approach,which maintains that there is some mechanism in the human brain that speci�es language,which either evolved or emerged spontaneously. I have argued that such a strong nativistview is untenable in light of the evidence for cultural evolution.Cultural evolution proves to be a very powerful force that almost certainly played arole in the evolution of language. Cultural evolution can explain many of the phenomenontreated as necessarily innate by nativist theories. Additionally, cultural evolution chal-lenges the conclusiveness of the poverty of stimulus argument. Languages that are evolu-tionarily successful must be able to be transmitted through the learning bottleneck. Thisselects for languages containing complex features that allow for such a compression of in-formation. Rather than being a hindrance to the learning of the complexities of language,we can now see sparsity of input as an evolutionary cause of these complexities.



10 Conclusions 58It is not a tenable argument to maintain that there is nothing innate that allowshumans to learn language. The simple fact that we are the sole species to be able tomaster the system proves this point. The more interesting question is whether the innatequalities that allow us to use language are speci�c to that task. If we accept the UniversalGrammar proposed by Chomskyan nativism, the answer to this question must be yes.However, evidence from simulations of the cultural evolution of languages themselvesindicates that the innate features may instead take the form of general learning biasesthat could have applications outside the domain of language learning and use. Theselearning biases place restrictions on the grammars that linguistic agents hypothesize, andover many generations this results in structured features of the community language.As we understand it now, however, cultural evolution cannot account for the entiretyof human language. For one thing, there are many features of language that have notbeen explored in this framework. Though we can hypothesize that these might followsimilar patterns, we lack the evidence to be sure. Also, simulations of cultural evolutionare extremely simpli�ed versions of what occurs in the real world. The results of thesesimulations might be more conclusive if the simulations accounted for a more complex andaccurate model of reality. Finally, cultural evolution, at least in simulation, is a processthat takes generations to occur. It has been suggested that the changes in languagethrough cultural evolution proceed more quickly when there is horizontal transmissionwithin a generation as well as vertical transmission between generations. Nevertheless, itseems unlikely that processes such as creolization can be accounted for solely by culturalevolution.The Baldwin e�ect provides a framework in which we can hypothesize a compositetheory taking ideas from both nativist and cultural approaches. Perhaps there is a spe-ci�c, genetically innate language ability, but if there is, it likely initially co-evolved witha culturally evolved linguistic system. This sort of co-evolution between languages them-selves and the human cognitive capacity is, I believe, the idea that will ultimately prove



10 Conclusions 59most fruitful for understanding the genesis of human language.As covered at the beginning of this thesis, the evolution of language as an academicdiscipline is faced with a general lack of evidence and surplus of speculation. As such,it is an area with few de�nitive answers, a situation which is unlikely to be resolved inthe foreseeable future. Nevertheless, the exploration of the evolution of language caninform theories of modern language and play a role in the debate over nativism. If wecan establish the explanatory power of cultural evolution, we can explore the implicationsthat such a process might have on both the development and current state of the cognitivebasis for language. Computer simulation shows great potential in this area. Simulationsare necessarily simplistic, but as the body of work in this area continues to grow, therewill be room to explore simulations that are more complex and realistic both in theirportrayal of the social dynamics of language transmission and of the scope of languagesthemselves. Such work will solidify understanding of the linguistic present while it satescuriosity over the linguistic past.
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